BARBADOS STRUGGLED FOR RUNS YESTERDAY

BARBADOS -- 163 and (for 3 wts.) 122
TRINIDAD -- 279

A struggle for runs was a feature of the day's play at Kensington yesterday. It was the fourth day of play in the Barbadot-Trinidad cricket match, play not having been possible on Friday or on account of rain. When stumps were drawn, Barbadot were 122 for three wickets, a total in a first innings of 163, with 112 runs required for the declaration. Trinidaid were 279 for nine wickets, with 90 runs required for the declaration.

STOLLMEYER FORCES BARBADOS BATSMEN ON THE DEFENSIVE

The Barbados batsmen were forced to adopt a defensive method of playing yesterday, as the Trinidad bowlers developed a steady attack in the evening. Stollmeyer, in the first innings, scored 29 runs, and he was joined by Blixton, who scored 25. In the second innings, they were forced to play more cautiously, as the Trinidad bowlers continued to press. Stollmeyer scored 41 runs, and Blixton scored 31. The Barbados batsmen were unable to score many runs, as the Trinidad bowlers maintained a steady attack.

BARBADOS STILL IN GOOD POSITION

A. D. W. Barham yesterday scored 55 runs, and he was joined by J. A. F. Marshall, who scored 20. The Barbados batsmen were unable to score many runs, as the Trinidad bowlers maintained a steady attack.

BARRACKS AGAIN IN THE FIGHT

A. D. W. Barham yesterday scored 55 runs, and he was joined by J. A. F. Marshall, who scored 20. The Barbados batsmen were unable to score many runs, as the Trinidad bowlers maintained a steady attack.

HUNTER'S DEBUT PROMISING

Hunter's debut as an opening batsman promises great things. It was his first time at the crease, and he showed great promise.

CLAYTON, STOLLMEYER & CO.

Clayton, Stollmeyer, and Co. have been doing...